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   00tz 00tz – Alter Eden 
01. Living Hell 
02. Cycle 
03. Break Free 
04. Bleeder  
05. Reality 
06. Defeat 
07. Cry Out Loud 
08. Ignorance is Bliss 
09. Reawakening  
10. Play God 
11. Star 
12. VLHC 
13. Living Hell (Sonik Foundry Mix)  
14. Bleeder (Blood Step Mix) 

 

 
 
Distribution in the US and Canada through – Amazon, 
iTunes, Fixt, COP, CD Baby, Isolation Tank, DSBP, A 
Different Drum, Rhapsody, Tower Records, Storming the 
Base, and more. 
 
Available in Mexico through – Sequenz 
 
Available in Europe through – Infrarot, MusicNonStop, 
Poponaut, Nexus Gothic, and more. 
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Hailing from the mean streets of The Bronx, 00tz 00tz (written with zeros and pronounced as the driving electronic beat 
from which their music was born) is an electro project that initially formed in late 2008 by then sole member, Nicky Phoenix.  
Soon, with the addition of vocalist/writer Krysta Veronica Button, the music took on a new dimension.   
 
Soon 00tz 00tz found themselves releasing their full length debut, “Death By Numbers”, in late August of 2009. Describing 
their music as “harsh pounding beats, flashy melodic synths, and distorted thought provoking vocals” 00tz 00tz soon made 
a name for themselves in the electronic underworld. 00tz 00tz quickly followed up their debut with their sophomore release 
“Frequency Damage” in October 2010, and a remix EP, “Frequency Repaired”, soon followed in February 2011 with 
several remixes, including remixes by Assemblage 23 and Aesthetic Perfection. 
 
Now, in early 2012, 00tz 00tz find themselves aligning with Nilaihah Records to bring forth their fourth musical incarnation, 
Alter Eden, upon the worldwide dance floor. Alter Eden is an uncompromising statement in current electronic and industrial 
music trends. While containing an overtly dark vibe throughout, 00tz 00tz hasn’t forgotten what makes their music click with 
audiences. “To us, the energy provided by a crowded dance floor is incomparable to any other feeling on earth. We 
unceasingly kept that feeling in mind every day we spent recording in the studio.”  
 
Brace yourself for the dark, dynamic, sexy and driving force 00tz 00tz is today. 
 
“[00tz 00tz] strike back with a metamorphosed production. The hard and furious dark electronic style sounds like dynamite 
to drop on the dancefloors. It’s fast and enraged ‘endzeit’ electronics with mainly female vocals à la Erica Dunham (Unter 
Null). Music and vocals together sound a bit like the mix of bands like Nachtmahr, SAM, Soman on one side and Unter Null 
on the other side. ‘Frequency Damage’ is a cool album with the songs “Eyes”, “Longing”, “Change The World”, 
“Stronghold” and especially “Fear And Dependence” as absolute highlights! [The vocals] create a vampire-effect mixed 
with a malicious, psycho intonation! This 2nd full length by 00tz 00tz is cool, like confirming that well-crafted dark 
electronics can be still fascinating!” –Side-Line Magazine 
 
“00tz 00tz is a young New York duo shooting for the dance floor in their beat centric approach to industrial music. Their 
sophomore effort, ‘Frequency Damage’ exudes a lot of energy and clearly meets 00tz 00tz’s rhythmic goals.  There are 
moments when the band goes for something beyond a fast beat, or when a hook does shine through the repetition where 
the promise of this act emerges. “Longing” for example provides a complex and moody electro style similar to some of 
Hocico’s work, but here the vocals hit a perfect complementary tone and give the track a unique life well beyond anything 
else seen on the album.” – Regen Magazine 
 
 


